Ideal for remote offices and small businesses, the Dell™ PowerEdge™ 840 server delivers advanced features at an affordable price.

**FLEXIBLE PERFORMANCE**

Whether you are a small business, a retailer with multiple locations, or a large organization with remote offices, you have unique requirements. The Dell PowerEdge 840 server gives you a choice of processing power so that your server can deliver what you need.

For optimum performance and multiple applications, the PowerEdge 840 supports the Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® 3000 Sequence Processors with new dual-core technology that combines two processing cores into a single processor chip. It is a great general-purpose server for small workgroup applications such as messaging and providing shared Internet access and Web serving to employees. The dual core processing power can result in dramatic increases in performance and power efficiency compared to single core processors.

If you need exceptional performance at a value price, the Intel Pentium® is perfect for single application environments. And for simple file and print tasks, the PowerEdge 840 server equipped with the entry-priced Intel Celeron® processor provides the right fit for your organization.

**RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY**

Keeping your server operating at its best is an important part of a cost-effective solution. The PowerEdge 840 server is built to help ensure maximum uptime and data protection. Front access SAS or SATA hard drives simplify switching drives with minimum downtime, an especially convenient feature for point-of-sale environments that need to update pricing databases. And the hot-plug SAS/ SATA RAID arrays mean that if a drive fails, server usage can continue.

Moreover, the PowerEdge 840 server is compatible with high capacity tape backup and external storage solutions for dependable data protection and availability. It can support either IDE or SCSI internal tape backup units, external SCSI tape, and direct attach storage systems.

**EASY REMOTE AND LOCAL MANAGEABILITY**

Server management across long distances can compromise overall efficiency and cost-effectiveness. The PowerEdge 840 server is specifically designed to give IT managers exceptional local and remote management capabilities. The server comes equipped with comprehensive management tools that can help reduce hands-on maintenance and cost of ownership.

Dell Server Assistant provides easy setup, operating system installation and configuration functions, while the Dell OpenManage™ IT Assistant Suite helps ensure simple manageability for the life of your server. And the Dell Remote Access Card (DRAC) makes remote access, monitoring, and troubleshooting easier than ever.

Stay focused on running your business rather than your server by letting Dell do the work for you. Dell Services offers pre-installed operating systems, Custom Factory Integration for pre-configured hardware and software, and Server Installation Service at your site.

The PowerEdge 840 server gives small businesses and remote offices a flexible, affordable, reliable, and easy-to-manage solution.
ABOUT DELL GLOBAL SERVICES

Dell Global Services simplify the management of your IT environment so you get up and running quickly, with lower deployment costs, fewer hassles, and less time spent on non-strategic tasks. You pay only for the services you need, gain instant access to the latest innovations without additional infrastructure investment, and take your business from maintenance to momentum.

Many IT services today are outdated, expensive, inflexible and people-intensive. As a result, businesses can be burdened with lengthy contracts, trapped in old technology and spending much more than is necessary just to keep the lights on. Dell is changing all of that by integrating cutting edge technologies into our products and global service infrastructure to forever change the way services are delivered, purchased and managed.

Tapping directly into Dell’s world-class capabilities, resources and platform in this way will make it easier to reclaim valuable IT time and resources.

Many of the service investments Dell has made are available through or in conjunction with Dell’s global network of PartnerDirect channel partners. For more information please visit www.dell.com/services or contact your local Dell PartnerDirect Registered partner.
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